I, ______________________, affirm as follows:

I am the Dean of ________________________________.

[Name of law school]

The within Major Change or Addition to JD program Questionnaire is submitted pursuant to Standard 101 and Interpretation 101-1 of the American Bar Association Standards for Approval of Law Schools.

I have reviewed the Major Change or Addition to JD program Questionnaire and know its contents. I do not have personal knowledge of all of the information contained in the Major Change or Addition to JD program Questionnaire, which has been assembled by others at my direction. I have, however, made an appropriate and thorough inquiry so as to satisfy myself that the information contained in this Major Change or Addition to JD program Questionnaire has been properly collected and is fully and accurately reported. I represent that this Major Change or Addition to JD program Questionnaire is true, accurate, complete and not misleading.

I understand that the provision of false, inaccurate, incomplete or misleading information in this Major Change or Addition to JD program Questionnaire could subject the law school to the imposition of sanctions under Rule 16 of the Rules of Procedure for Approval of Law Schools.

Signed: __________________________________________

(Dean or Authorized Signature)

Return to:

Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar
American Bar Association
Attn: Major Change or Program in Addition to the J.D.
321 North Clark, Floor 21
Chicago, IL 60654